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m ificbtion of federal voca ional education- policy Congress 1) :.
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.URBAN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND MANAGING THE

TRANSITION FROM.SCHOOL TO WORK

rr
by

Paul E. Peterson and Barry G. Rabe°
Stanford University

f

11,

All students are angaged in vocational educationr-. From the beginriing .

off their school years they are learning abilities, skills and orientations
4

that will benefit them in later life in their many and varied activities,

including the work they perform in.the jobs they hold. Of greatest vocca-
* . .

. 1

tional value to them will be their ability to read, write, calculate'and

communicate. Of- far less.value to most of them will be the specific infor-

mation they acquire about a particular job or industry, for they may never
A

be employed in'such a position, qr, if so employed, they may change bccuills-

tions alshort-time later.
4

If the most important-"vocational" training often takss place in what

-
is thought to be a conventional academic classrbom, what then is the purpose

-..

of what is specifically designed to be "vocational "? In this paper we Shall

suggest that the specific skills taught in vocational programs are valuable

largely because they provide a mechanism for allowing students to develop

^

direct contacts with a labOr market. Managing the transition from scLool

presents one of the greatest challenges to young Americans. At a time when

youth attend school for an ever increasing number of years, or suffer high

ratesof unemployment if_t4y do no t, finding useful; interesting occupational
1

careers is gatticularly difficult., The problems are most severe in those \

4

urban areas whose economies, are in decline. It is, therefore, especially.

important for vocational, education to atsik in-developing market contacts

.



for urban youth. .

The studi s u on which this paper depends found that vocational programs

1

-2-

vary considers ly .1. heir capacity to provide relevant vocational training
.0* A

and 'valuable market contacts. In fact, a three-level system of vocational

education programs geems,to have developed -in which: junior and community

colleges and exceptional secondary level programs offer sophisticated, com-
.

piehensive training;-neighborhood high schools, which are circumscribed by
o

resource limitations, - tend to.rely on older,,more primitivetechnalogies;.

and manpower training prinrams,financed under the Comprehensive Employment

an Training Act (CETA) provide relatively low- `sophistication traU ting to

i dividuals who have not successfully parlayed their prior educatiOnal experi-
,

,ences into employmeht. These three differing types of vocational programs

are distinguishable in the kinds of students served, the quality of'pro'grams

offered, the resources available, and the relationships established with both
4

,

employers and trade unions. t

The impact of federal policy on this differentiated system of service-
.

delivery is two-fold. In the first place, federal funds, in conjunction with

state and local resources, help sustain vocational programs in high schools

and junior colleges. The exact consequences of federal dollars are Aifficult°

to measure because of the Commingling of federal,'state and local funds, and

the ease with which federal funds'can act as substitutes for locariesobrces.

While this poses a difficulty for the analyst attempting to discard a.federal:-

impact, the commingling of resources may. be very beneficial for the programs'

.
themselves. Quite clearly, they ease local school systems' adMinistrative .

burdens and'permit allocation of resources into areas whete local administrators

believe they can be of greatest benefit. Tbe impact of federal funds. on CETA

)

4
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programming is more substantial. Without federaldollarsimost of these pro- 4.

grams could not survive. Whether or'not thZfederS1 'fisCal role in CETA

should be sharply separated from its role in other vocational programs

.

,another question, which is discussed at some lepgth later ih the paper.

If'federal fiscar Support has had definite local consequenceS,'the

secood_aspece'pf federal policy -- attempts to shape the uSe.of federal

1

funds through program regulations and, guidelines -- has had much less of an

impact. The Vocational Education Amendments of 1976 call for increas0 local
-

planning, evaluation and participation by private sector groups: The legis-

lation also, calls upon local programs to reduce and elimirte sex bias and

sex stereotyping. However, most of these requirements have had but the° most

minimal local impact. This can be attributed, in part, to their recent crea- .

tion. If left intact over,the course of a decade or more, more substantial

consequences might become discernible. Yet, in one locality after another,

administratorl perceived many of the federal guidelines as largely irrelevant

to their central mission. Planning and evaluatioh deadlines are met with a

flurry of paperwork and a perfunctory yawn; sex stereotyping problims are

I

gradually being addressed tat the local level, but the impetus seems to have

S

little to do with federal, recommendations; and private sector participation

in ocal vocational education programming remains substantial in the most

prestigious programs,and barely recognizable in the least prdminent, just as

it was prior to the passage of the 106 Amendments.

_
.

.

.

Most importantly', federal policy seems largely oblivious of the fact,A,

f
)

.

.
that vocational programs vary considerably in their capacity to provide appro-

priate vocational training and valuable market contacts. :Instead of building

on strength or seekinig to unify a divided system that competes with itself,

IND
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. .

federal policy helps perpetuate a-system that confainS programsserving

)

.

distinctive student constituencies with wide disdrepancies in the quality of

programs offered, the instructional and equipment reSourcEs available, and

capacities to manage the transition from.school to work. The greatest iv-
.

fuslons of federal funds have been directed toward,creation and maintenance

of the loWest tier of existing vocational programs, thOse funded through ETA;

4

Which, use-a popular political, metaphor, serve\as a vocational "safety-net."
c

A significant repercussion of this noble effort, hbwever, has been creation
4

of a separate vocational training system.that is largely_divarced from its

more prominent public school counterparts, and possesses little political incen-

4

,tive to narrow these gaps if it is to remain an independent entity.

2 ,

On the basis ofthese findings-we recommend in conclusion that the federal

government could best meet urban mocationel education needsby continuing to

provide supplemental funding to local districts and encourageinoreased con-

tacts between schools and the private sector and between the various levels

of vicationaliprograms. Instead pf perpetuating mulitple levels through crea-
1/4

tion of-a bottom tier with relatively little exposure to more prestigiods

vocational'programs and minimal private sectorsupport, fetleralyolicy should

attempt to bridge existing gaps. Federal Sunds, at present, are scattered

thinly across the myriad of existing secondary and postsecondary programs

-
and funnelled into CETA; they do little ta broaden access of minorities to

more prOstigious institutions, despite'the fact that not All such schools are

Preseittly at peak enrollment levels. Insteadof emphasizing an extensive

. .

.
.

:series
.

of requiremehts -- such as planning and evaluation -- which meet with

. . i

largely perfunCtory state andlocal responses, federal vocational, policy I

might be4redirecteckto build bridges between existing delivery systems, in-

",

stead of imposing commonobstacles upon each semi-autonomous le;iel,
'
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'Our analysis and conclusions.are based on data from two separate sources.

- Ai- 4- -
,-, NFirst, we°are drawing upon four case studiexs of.urban vocational education

.

.

in Atlanta, Chiagoi Rochestey,
,
.and San Francisco, which were commissioned

by the Vocational Educacitm Study Grdup the National Institute of Educe-

tion.
1

In each oAthese case studies information was collected by reading

state and local report's on vocational education and by interviewing a wide

variety of school officials, including-teachers, principals, directors of

vocational education, Idministrators of programs under the. Comprehensive

^ r
4

Education and.Training Act, and other informed observers. While espe all;

\
limited resources prevented the investigators from using systematic sampling

'
techniques, to say nothing of gathering data on all vocational education

programs in the four cities, 'a wide variety of vocational programs were

4

observed. To supplement these case study indings, we also:report information

gathered by the National Opinion Resea ;ch Center (NORC) on the-kimpact of

vocational education programs-as reported in a- Preliminary analybis of a
-

4
'1980 survey of all high school sophomores and seniors in the United States.

2
-

This.data set includes information on the
110

backgroubackground altilities, educational '

7C,

programs, current work situation and future plans of the nation's high sEhoo

sophomores'and seniors. Nonetheless, the interpretations and conclusions

given to these data are our own, and should not be attributed either to authors

of the case studies or to NORC.

Managing the Transltion from School to Work . .

The ain putpose of,vocational education is to-manage the transition from

v,,.
school to

0

work.. The ways in which this transition is managed will, differ,'

0" i

depending on IX' obs for which students are being prepared and the types of

't 40
.

skills that are required. FOr some students the period of transition will be

0

r

qr
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prolonged; for others, relatively brief periad of specific occupational
f , .

preparation is all that is required,' But for all of its variable components,

. . .

the element which makes vocationaleducation notfceably different from other

forms of education'is its specific interestin the processes of transition
la

from the schoolhouse to the workplade.
p' .

Historically, vocational education was understood as involving training

in eertain kinds of subject matter and specific kinds of manual skill§. The

. 0

main divisions Within vocational education were agriculture,'domestic econ-

°

omics, industrial education, and business and commercial education. More

recently, new areas of.:trainingsuch as the health and computer sciences'

have been incorporated as major components' in vpcational education. As

functional specialization has increased, the number of specific occupations

within these brOad areas has multiplied, and as the technology has changed,

the kinds of skills required and'the specific areas Where occupational

opportunities exist hive been dramatically altered. -Clearly., there is no

sing14 body of knowledge which forms the curricular core for vocational edu-

cation.

At the same time, it has become increasingly obvious to many educators

1

that the most useful,vocational skills include the very basic ,capacities'to

readequickly,.comprehend easily, write.clearly, and calculate accurately.
,..

Ipasmuch.as specific kinds ofskill capacities quickly'become dated, general

verbal and\numerical abilities, which'can be Cranslated into specific skill

attributes with additional training, provide essential preparation for long-

term career success. Thus, the two best preaiotors of earnings throughout

vne's working career are one's overall verbal filitard'the years one has .

-

remained in schbol.
4111

1

42
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In a sense then, all.of.one's educational experiences comprise prepara-

tion for an occupation. Yet, if all education is in part oaupaticinally

4 '
N

.^ . .

related, it is important to distinguish clearly those specific educational t

experiences which can be usefully identified as primarily and distinctively

vocational. In our view, there is a growing sense among policy analysts and

policy bakers that the distinctive contribution to be Made'gy ..rocatIona14

educatiOn involves the successful management of the complex transition from

school to work.

Skills and Contact's,

In order for vocational education prdgrams to manage successfully the'

transition from school to work, they must provide students with two separate .

but complementary attributes -- skills and contacts. Until very recently,

vocational education has focused. primarily onthe proviSion of skill's, leaying

the development of market contacts either to the discret±on, and.initiative.

of local administraEors or to the individual job'hunter.'Acent economic

0.-
independentanalysis has, hOwever, etphaSized the ndependent Importance of market contacts

forfinding'sUitable employment.3

We are now beginning to appreciate the complexity of the labor market,

And recognize how awkward,and cumbersome exchange relations in this market has

become. As onk economist observed recently, labor marets do not operate like

grain markets, where the quality, of the commodity is quite easily determined.
4

Instead, labor markets are more like'marriage markets, where evarythipg is

uncertain and unpredictable. In the first'place, when individuals search for

jobs, and when firms search for employees, each side, seeks a complex package

4
of characteristics that best suits its interests. On the one side, individuals

are interested not onl in eheir,prospective salary or wages, but, in addition,

-

the are concerned about distance from home, work enviropment, hours of work.

r
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.

camaraderie of associates, and availability of fringe benefits.
J
On the other

.

.

0

. .
.

tide, firms ale interested in not'only the. potential employee's'specific job .

.

related skills, also in his or her dITendability,

of remaining ,in,the position, basic health,, and oveL11 mental abilities and
.

learning capacities.' 'Secondly, accurate,- information with respect. to all the
j

relevant characteri'spics'of employees, On the one side, and jobs, On the other,

. P

is 'difficult tel.obtain in advance_of employment. The most agreeable person

. .

in an interview sftUat.ion'mey easily lose his or her .temper under tension.
1

.

,

Work pat seems fascinating from afar may become tedious.and boringlupon (
. --, ,.

greater familiarity. Thirdly, once a job has bedn accepted and a person hired,

disengagement is difficul and costly. For the employer, 'union rules and

legal requirements may ylpede discharge. For the employee, the costs of ,

:- r p )i . -

searching for a new position and the danger of developing a reputation for

* ,
e

transience and undependability
.

discourage frequedt job switOing. Just as

> -

prudenikpeople enter the marriage market cautiously and.make commitments only

after g.ithering a good deal Of infoiMation, firms and potential employees

..
_ ...

,

similarly must consider many factors before a "match" can bb ma...- de.
.

. .

Where exchanges are difficult and complex, both emploArs and employees

use simplifying devices to gather the information they need., On the one side.

individuals seek work with large, welllestablished, prestigidus institutions
. .

whose reputation' for permanence and continuity are well known. ' They may

even forego,more interesting, lucrative employment with smaller, newer firms.,
.

.
.

.

becauge the reliability of the employer is less well established. On the

/ t. .
oheer side., employers, tob,' use simRle cues that tell them easily and-quickly

. .

.

.3.

who is likely to be an appropriate employe. Education has come'tp be-one

such cueing mechanism in the United States. Firms have discover6d that thOse

10

4

.

Et'
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who do well and persevere in their school work will generally perform ably

,

on the'job. Conceivably, one of the.reasons why length of schooling is. such

. a good predictor of future occupation and earnings is the importance of

p education as a cueing device for employers.

IllaCe, sex and age cues also'teem to be used by man employers. Social.
,

stereotypes have fn the past stigmatized racial minorities, women and young'

.adults. They.tan persistjeven in the faceof significant changes in the,

characnrisq.cs of-the stereotyped population, ameare retained, in part, because

the cueing characteristic iseasily ascertained. Unfortunately, the ease with
- I t

Which the cueing cha,racteri;tic is detected encourages its use even:when,the

information being supplied may be erroneous in a large number of cases: Em-

ployers may know-that a large number of women, blacks and young. people may be

quite satisfactory employees, butmay still use this readily available cueing

ddevice to sort' applicants for a position. Or, if selection of a person from

a negatively stereotyped group is to be made, the employer will try to obtain

additional information to insure that the individual in question does not con-
.,

form to the group stereotyped.

. t '
In making such a search, employers may rely on another type of cue', the

4

recommendation_o4 friends.' Where reliable 'information iswimportant but diffi-

cult to aseertain,'formal channels of information are often supplemented by

-.confidential suggestions made thrOugh informal networks of friends and

I.

'acquaintances. According!to Granovetter, many individuals'rely on informal

connections in their search for employment; if jobs are found this way, then

employers must\be using informal contacts as an important info mational,source.
5

V
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TheChanging.tabor Market for Young Adults , .

. -T.- , _

Such,informal connections may6bep s'articularly important for.person
. -.

who are methbers of negatively streotYped groups.' In this regard, young'
. .

. . 1

-- X..
adults maybe becbming one of die most disadvantaged of-theascriptively

5'

'
. .

defined social groups,. While public attention and federal legislatiOn have -,
. *

,

been,sudcessful.in partially reducing'discrimination against blacks and

.
, ., y

women, no comparable effort has been made'to reduce discrimination against

... .. .

young adults. Instead, the negative social stel'eotyping of youth as poten-
. V "------

.tial employees has very likely increased.. . ,
v_

. 0 ..% '1>k' .

.
. In' the first 'place, young adults ,are remainiv in-schoof for Ioneer,

.1 . .-V\ t

"...periods of time. While 14.2 percent of the population'between the ages of
...,,,

18 and,24 were enrolled.in degree programs offered by institutions (f higher

eddcation in 1'950, that percentage' steadily increased over the next three'

. .

1

decades until by 1977, 34,3 percent of .the age cohort_were so engaged (see

Table 1).^- The interest in further education is even greater in urban areas

than in,suburban or rural parts,of the country. School administrators were

1

asked by NORC to estimate the percentage -of the 1978-79 high school graduates
A

who went on td "regular-college" the year'afer they graduated from high

school. Seventy-one percen\ of urban adminiltrators estimated tilt more than

,

.

one-third were in "regular college," while the one-third figure was giv71, by _
..._

, . .

only 55 and 41 percent, of the administrators in suburban and,rural areas,

1 - ..

respectively-..
6 These data refer only to those students in degree - granting

programs; when all postsecondary institutions.are included, over half of .

the nation's high school graduates are in some kind of postsecondary training

program. To be sure,.many.youth in school are still gareicipating in the

labdr market. Yet, the larger-Arcentages of young people in school tends

to reinforce the social impress,ion thatpereonsein that age'co4rt are. not 0

4.



yet "ready" fbr serious, regular employment.-

Secondly, even while a large and ever increasing percentageof the

young adult population are in school (and therefore removed from the labor

market), youth unemployment has nonetheless increased. While the level of

unemployment` among those between the ages of 16 and 19 has fluctuated with'

overall economic conditions, levels of youth unemployment were generally

higher in the sixties and seventies than in tile forties and fifties (see

Table 2). Moreover, there has been a secular increase in the differentials

between youth and adult employment over this time period. Before 1960,

differentials between youth and adult unemployment quctuated between six

and nine percent. In the 1970s the differentials have never been less than

10 percent. We it not for the manpower training programs specifically aimed

at young adults,these differentials would probably be even greaten- Between

1957 and 1963 unemployment differentials between youth and gderall unemploy-

ment increased' dramatically from 8,8 to 15.1 percent. Asa variety of youth

employment programs were instituted in the following years, these differen-

-tials,drOped. to a level hovering `between 10 and 11 percent.

These adverse trends are aggravated by the economic difficulties.ex-
.-

perienced by many urban areas. Technological innovations in transportation

and communiaatidn'have,reduced the need both for face-to-face contact and

for the concentration of manufacturing'facilities near central distribution

points.:!*:a result; many firms have moved fromdarge'central cities to

suburbs, smaller cities and-rural areas, where labor is less expensive and

pkblic amenities -- open space, reduced pollution, less crime, etc. -- are

. .

more amp"* provided. Except for a few cities in the south and western parts

of the United States, central citiedare exporting capital, labor, and people.

As central-city conomies declineemployment opportunities for young people
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are especially scarce. In Chicago, for example, overalr unemployment levels
. .

in 1978 were 9.1 perce
)
t, as compared to 6.0 peretnt nationwide. Unemploy- .

4,
' ,'

.

ment among yOuth between the ages of'16 and 19 was 26.0 percent; and estimates

oeuneMploymentd,among'minority youth ranged from 35 to-50 percent.

. /1 .
' .

With large numbers of .young adults in school and another large percentage 4..
. .

/ Niel

-unemployed, employer percepeions.of the age cohort, taken'as a Whole, are
. 0,

likeli to be stereqtyped. 760 are likely to be perCeived as unsteady,

irregular workers without a sufficient sense orresponsibility'to tfierwork
,

situation. Given their probable need for at least some on-the7--job training,
-

the uncertainty of their long-term commitment to the firm mars investment

in their recruitment all the more dubious. Insum, as
kr
unemployment rates

4

among young-adults per'si'st at high levels,4 they suffer discrimination ate,

the hands 6f Potential'employers, who are tempted to treat their age as a

negative cue. a The problem is especially severe in urban areas, and among

minorities, whose unemployment rates are Tvartid'ulg:rly hip.

Vocational Education and theEstablishmfnt of Market Contacts

The adverse stereotypical image'qf the young adult and limitation on em-
..

o '4

ployment opportunities complicate the transition from school to work. SucCess-
.

ful vocational education programs cant simply provide students with the
. %

necessary skills that;.leadto employment opportunities; in addition, they

a. o

must provide students with market ConCicts as well. If a vocational education
t

a
P : .

program is treated,as a'trustworthy source of reliable employees, firms will

treat the recommenfttions arthe program staff with respect, and graduates of
.

. I
.

1
.

tha_uo'gram will have a valuable credential will assist them insecuring

. . <1..
-.their position. Eyen better, if the students find work relat to their

e

schooling while still in the vocational education program, the transition from

14

ono,
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.

,'i!'
'

I
. .

).

.school to work can be made smoothly witlio4 a period of disrupt41ive unem-

,40

ployment. Such connections betWeen.vocationalprograms and the marketplace

are the most easily achielied if the program itself is of, high quality. At

the same time, such market contacts help to maintain a high quality. This

4.
dynamic is evidenced repetedly in the most prominent vocational programs in

A ,

the titles included in the case 'study project. Without the ability to place

4
its grad'uates', vocational programs find it more difficult to attract-go*,

.

.

students, and teadhers begin'to lose enthusia4i for their-work. The quality

)<:)f the educational level of.the progeamrbegins.to slip. Quality vocational
, .

programs and market contacts ate like the proverbial chicken and egg. They

go together; which comes first is difficult to ascertain.

rom the recently cdMpleted NORC study provide interesting evidence
t I ,

4, 4; 4114 1-

that%14:: s thatvocatiOnal education programs.. on a nationwide basis,

r".

have helped to ease the transition from.school to work for many young adults.

r-
The survey reveals, in the first place,' that teenagers are interested in

employment opportunities and pursue ttrem well in advance of graduation.

cotding to stud,pnte own reports, ,...mgre than one half of the sophomores and

seniors are employed.in some.capacity Est- at least one hour in the week pre-

ceding the interview. The percentage of students employed Increases to well

above 60 percent foi those 17-18 years of age. Of those Working. the'mean'
4

number of hours wotked per week was 12.6 for sophomores.and 19.4 lor seniors.

The'mean hourly wage was $2.63 for sophOmores and .$3.28 for seniors. Among

sophomores, 40 percent of the employment was in odd jobs, babysitting, or

farm work, and another.23percent we're unwilling to'classify their position

in any of the categories available. But for seniors the percentages employed

In these.less structured occupations declined to 10 percent, although another

.
20 percent did not specify the exalt nature of their work. A. full 70 percent
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f the seniors employed were engaged in'trade, commerce or industry in

apparently- well-defined positions of employment. -Significan the prob-

ability that high school students will be employed has remained. relatively

stable since 1972. Just as overall unemployment levels among 16 to 19 year-
.

olds did not change dramatically over the decade (see Table 2), so the per*

centage of high school students who were employed remained relatively con-

stant. Indeed, among white females the proportion workift actually increased

by about five percent over the eight year period.

The hours and wages.for minorityyouth in urban areas were not signi-

ficantly different from those of white suburban'youth. For example, the

weekly earnings oCurban black males averaged $46.53, Hispanics averaged

-$55.92, while white suburban males averaged .$44.50. Also,.urban minority

youth who were employed were as like ly to be employed in structured occupa-

tions as white youth.

High ol work activities seem important for employment upon graduation.

A substantial majority of the seniors presently working in more structured

occupations who are not pla ing to go to schOol either plan to continue in

the .same job or have a ndw job already, lined up./: However, those who are only

employed in odd jobs or babysitting are much less likely to have postgraduate

job plans established by the spring of their seniot year.

Although further analysis of this issue is needed, preliminary findings

are suggestive. There is little evidence that increased Involvement in work

activities has an adverse effect on student performance in school. For

example, the number of hours spent on homework (which is strongly related.,to

performance on vexbal,achievement tests) declined only slightly as the number

1

of hours at Work increased.
1 White male seniors who were noe;:rking spent

4.3,hours a week on homgyork, while those working 35 hours a week or more

16
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spent 3.0 hours on homework, ''on the average. The variation was less for all

other subgroups, often 'considerably, so. In fact, the more black male sopho-
%IA

motes worked at a job, the more hours :they spent on their homework. IforeOver,

the grade point averages of those employed were virtually the same as those

who were-not wdrking.

Given the large number,a high school students who are employed, the

number of hours, a week that they work, the substantial average compensation

which they receive, and the*significance ofhis work for future employment,

it is of interest to examine the effect of vocational education programs on

student employment. When students who report being engaged in vocational pro-

grams are compared-to those in academic or general education programs, in

almostlall comparisons students in vocational education are more likely to

be employed. The sreatest differences are between those in vocational and

college' preparatory tracks. For example, among senior males, the percentage

employed among those in vocational programs is 73 percent, while it is only

61 percent for the llege preps (see Table 3). Even opre.significantly, '

students'in vo tional education programs are also more likelyto be employed

than students in general education programs. Elsewhere in the survey, it is

shown that the characteristics of vocational and general education students

are generally similar; for example, while college preparatory students scored

ig ificantlY- higher on tests of verbal ability, there were almost no differ-
._

ences between vocational and general education students. Yet, the "vocies"

are morikely to be employed. Among seniors, for eXample,,68 percent of

the vocational education students are, employed, as compared to only 0 percent

of the general education ptuderits. Moreover, differences between vocational
.

4

and general education sophomores and seniors persIst ven after controlling'

for the student's age, sex, family income, and the.r, gion of the country in

k.



which he or she lives. Finally, the percentage;of students who sought jots
,
s

but who were unable to find them was lower fOr vocational education than'Tor

general education studeqts.

Thpse differences do not necessarily carry over into other aspects of

the employment situation, however. For example, vocational education students

earn less than the college prep students Who/are employed, and they earn no

more than those in general education programJ. Nonetheless, these findings

do suggest recognizable, distinctions between vocational and general education

programs and students.

VaTieties of Vocational Education Programs

Thkse findings from survey research identify the role that vocational

programs can and do play in Managing the transition from school to work.

However, they do not distinguish among:the great variety of vocational educa-

tion programs that are to be fOund in urban areas, a d the varying ways in

which differing programs manage the tranaition. The our-city case studies

discovered that some vocational education piograms are exemplary in quality,

en oy abundant resources, admit a, limited number of stu entsfrom a large

num efoof applicants, receive materials and supplies fro the private sector,

a.

and boast enviable placement records. Less well-tndowed pl1rograms admit.

studentswithout other educational options, have limited facilities and

equipment, maintain routine course offet;i.ngs, and'have few contacts with t }e

private sector.

Variability in-program offerings has produced three distinct types of

vocational education Programs, with each ty e servingi distinctive ,clientele.

The premier type of vocational education,includes many postsecondary instir

tutions, including the community colleges and the junior'colleges; less

T.

I
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well-endowed are the vocational programs in many of our secondary schools;

the greatest difficulties are in the many and varied manpower training pro-

grams funded under CETA.

postsecondary Vocational Programs

The postsecondary vocational programs have expanded rapidly over the

past two decades. Increasing numbers of high school graduates are extending

their education, while employment prospects for high school graduates have

remained limited throughout the 1970s, and,, as a result, these postsecondary

institutions are playing an increasingly important role. In general, they

seem to havg responded well to the challenges and opportunities offered

them. The programs are notable for their attractiveness to students, the

amplitude of resources available to them, the ease.with which they can modify

course offerings in response to changing4markei demands, and the mahy con-

nections they have established ith commerce and industry. They have also

ciriCumvented the problems associ ted with enrollment decline, which have

liTited vocational education progr ms at the secondary level.,
. .

' The San Francisco case study e amined the postseeeo-dary-institutions

with special care, and the findings c, om this research demonstrate the con-

.

siderable potential for vocational ed ation at this level. Postsecondary

education in "the City" is carried out y the City College of San Francisco

and by Community College Centers. The C y College offers an accredited two-
\

!year transfer prpgram, while the anters, scattered about the city in eight

locations, and numerous' satellite facilities4 offer courses without credit

a continuing education program for adults.
7

Nearly half of the city College

students are enlolled in vocational programs, and each of the tenter has a

primarily voe.ltional.dmphasis. This two - pronged effort in vocational education

allows for considerable diversity. As gne administrator observed,"The diqerent
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delivery systems prdvide much flexibilityy and'freedom, both for our programs

and our studenes."§

Both the College and Cehters convey a sense of confidence and optimism,

especially when dompared with vocational education in San FranciscO14msecond-
,

ary-schools. Administrators Emphasize that their programs have superior facili-

ties and instructional resources than do the high schools. "The high sChodls

ere compulsory," said one college administrator, ';and that produces some
,

problems; anyone in our program is there because they want to learn some-

.

thing."9 "The community colleges are driving hard," observed one of his

colleagues, and the high schools havegiven in quite a.number of times.
"10

While the high schools are finding "it difficult to maintain old programs,.

much less get new ones off the ground," the College and Centers find it easy

to hire new faculty and adapt And modify curricular offering's in response to

changing market demands.11 The flexibility in faculty,recruitment tha the

Collegr..and Centers enjoy-is especially important Verthis regard.. tplile a

permanent faculty is maintained, this is supplemented with a substantial

number of part-time'teachers. This allows the programs the opportunity to

review the quality of their instructional resources and to' provide changing

offerings, as student interests alter. The 'desirability of teaching ai the

College level provides a substantial pool of talent which the College and '

Centers draw upon.

.Private sector relationships are generally quite good. Every college

vocational program has an advisory council, .which is comprised of experts

within each occupation and advises on curricular and, personnel questions. The

extent of council participatio/ n varies, of course. The hotel and restaurant
.

4..

management program, at one extreme, works in tandem witn affiliated onions''
0,

and other experts in the industry. Other programs have less contact with
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the Plivate- sector.
.. .

.

Tclb of the centers have particularly impressive programs. The John A. .

O'Connell CoMmunity College Center provides ;raining la trade and lnddstrial::
. #

skills for 8,000 students each year, including 11200 in apprentice programs

that are closely coordinated with labor and industry. ,The DowntOwn Community

College Oenter,which has opened a new facility. within the past two-years,

focuses on such subjects as accounting, banking, communications, computer .

studies, real estate and secretarial work. Its programs are diverse, its

offerings popular among students, and.its linkages with Santrancisco"s grow-

,

ing downtown business community close and mutually satisfactory.
12

vocational Education in Specialized Secondary Institutions

Some secondary vocational programs in urban areas approaCh the high

/
performance levels that is characteristic Of programs in most postsecondary

te

schools. ,*Yet, these secondary level successes are exceptional in several

respects: First, they occur in typically specialized _vocational high schools
.

that recruit students citywide and develop reputations for excellence in

. - .t:,,

certain vocaeional areas, whether it be industrial trades'or bUsinea skills.
.,.

. -,. :
___ ',,

Second, tha$4are given a degree of autonomy from general secondary School
2

policies, allowing them to recruit staff and' build private sector relations
.

,
'

not typically found in 'comprehensive high schools. The private sector, in .

turh,qinds them higtilY attractive sources Of potential labor. Third, many

8f.their students are cpllege-bound. Although they operate as vocational

schools, they in fact are ert directly responsible for the transition from

school to work of many of their studehts. In fact, they rival college

.
. . .

ratory4econdary schools in their reputation for overall academic excellence.
e

TheEdison Technical and Occupational. EducatioCenter e which opened in
.

m

a

1979 'on a thirty -acre site as part of an industrial paA 4n northwest Rtrcheafer,

2.1
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is the prestige vocational education.program,of that city. Serving 13,percenti
af

of the secondary- school population, it offeird instruction in such area as

automobile and aeronautical ,..pc>5r,--husiness and marketing, construction,.

graphic arts and printing, human seivices, health, mechanical 96 -electrical
-0

.

engineering, and the sciences. he racial composition
..
4 the school is roughly

equivalent to that of the Rochester school system taken as t whole. _Thg:

. ,

success of the programs at EdisOn'is indicated by the ease withyhich.graduates
E.

0
.

obtain positions; about 95 percentof those entering the job
0

market are able 4

'to. find egploymerit upon completion,of the school's program"although a large
1. .. ..) /..---:

"

number of them get jobs outside the field in which they,were trained.
ii

6 ...
4

Ironically, Edison's full and part -day enrollments have remained well below

capacity, despite its preeminence among city secondary vocational programs.

Four high-quality, prestige secondary schools were visitedin

These included a trade sclol. with an apprentice program a business and'

commerce school located in downtown Chicago, and two high-quality, predomi-

nantly black vocational schools in Chicagos South 'Side. In these four

-schools one found as attractive a,set
of program offerings. as one is likely,

to find anywhere in pubic school education; one quickly forgets the school

system's recent polit ical and economic traumas upon visitation toluchtichoois.

The schools have excellent facilities and eq pment, first-rate administrative

leadership, a sable faculty, goad relations with relevant industries.ond

trade unions, and attentive, energetic student bodies. While the tra'de:school

remains predominantly white, the tree other schools were overwhelmingly black

in 1979: 99.8,'99.8 and 78.8 percent, respectively. The minority with the

most limited access to thebest of Chicago's vocational education was the His- /

panic community, Only in,the commercially-oriented school were they found in

d,'

percentages roughly equivalent to their,presence in the citywide- School systein.
14
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The flagship of the S*Francisco secondary vocational enterprise is

.a
hardly,apspicious on first inspection, as it is located in a former elementary

school, but thetSchool of Business and Commerce offers comparatively sophis-

eicated instruction to the 275 to 350 students who en -roll each semester.

Likl Edison, the school does not approach maximum enrollment; t'he present

-.N. ...

facility could accept approximately 30 percent more students, and it may
I

-

,

eventually house evening school classes. Enrollment expansion is possible
.

'
-,

in part begause'of the part-timenature of participation in the shcool's
,---,

, - ,

prgrams.. Students divide their time between the school and their neighbor-
. .

.

hood high school, and bus service is vovided for students idboth.morning
, )

and afternoon sessions. As in Rochester,4hdFlocal school diftrict ha* been
4

unable to fill vocational classrooms in its premier vocational institutions

' dudIto a series -of administrative complications.
15

Enrornmant is limited to Juniprs and seniors, andvapproximately 60 per?ent3

of t4students participate-in placement and internship programslocated

throughout San Francisco. Many are also often involved in leadership roles

within their neighborhood high schoor?' As one administrator explained, "Our

students are quite Trominyht wherever they go." The school'sliargest feeder

high school, in fact, is Lowell High School, the-most celebrated academicalfy-

oriented` public high school in-San Fr, ncisco.
16

Close connections with leading institutions in the private sector serve

to supplement instructional effectiveness, both Arough extensive internship

and placement positions with institutions and cooperative instructional ven-

tures\provided within the school. Private sector support has undergirded

many
(

aspects of the school's curricular development, and approximately 100

local companies support the school either with cooperative training, programs

or financial support. DiverA local groups, ranging from the Chamber of

24
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,Commerce.to the TeamstersUnion played a role in the initial development'of

the school and remain enthusiastic supporters. "Business seems to like what

we're doing and, has been very helPful,".said one administrator. "One of the

advantages of focusing many of our more sophisticated vocational courses into

one school has been the enhanced ability tq obtain private sector fupport.
"17

Specialized vocational high schools have not.historically been a part. of

the Atlanta expeiience. The city has always emphasized academic,-college

'
. preparatory programs, and even after major shifts in racial compolSition'q da

racial direction of tbe'schools, this orientation toward academic prog

continues. However, the Atlanta Area Technical School, operated by the

Atlanta Public Schools in, conjunction with Fulton County, provides a partial

exception to the dominant tendency in the city. Althhugfi'the school was .4

at one time known for the quality of -itsofferings,'which included many post-

,secondary programs, in,rcent years 'competifion from junior colleges has in-

tensified, and the reputation of the schodl has declined. About half,of the

students in the school take remedial courses in reading, and some observers

characterize the school's curriculum "watered.clown.
"18

Yet, Atlanta is like the other cities in that the highest quality voca-

tional schooling is offered in tbeimore specialized high schools. Although -

not all specialized high schoqls are of high =qualitY, the case studies indicate
.

;),

a general tendency for offerings to be of higher quality)(n4theoore specialized

;g

school. The'reasons for this pattern "appears to be multiple. ,Many students'

prefer specialized schools as a wa2 of avoiding, some of the disciplinary

problems of the coMprehengive high school. Administrators of speciafized

schools seem to have greater flexibility in recruitment of staff.and deploy-
.

ment of resources. Federal funds for vocational equipment maybe directed

mare toward specialized school's, where the impact is more readily identified.

25

t.
O
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Finally, the school ii able to build rglationsolith the private sector more

easily. As a Sqn Frat:isco administrator observed, " We wanted one quality

....school that could offer finished training, and / wee7 considered 7ae develop-

ment of a specialized,schoofilhe best way to achieve that goal."
19

-

Vocational Programs in Comprehensive High Schools

By comparison with offerings in speclalized'high schools and at the

,
.

postsecondary aeyel, vdtational education thin comprehensive highs

was of generally inferior quality. InstruCtion'is.limited in many high schoolsirN

by inadequate faUities, outdated equipment; and the wide range of Curricular

respons±bilipies that must be met. Purchase of materials and supplies is often

difficult. for comprehensive schools, both because of The expense of individual

pieces of sophisticated equipment and the dilemma of equitably distributing

N
.

.-
N

it among the schools in the city. The prestigious schools, by contrast,

.

secure such equipment and material through private donation. Moreover,

admi,nistrators of less well-endowed vocational schools have limited ;staffing

-

flexibility, and are generally unable to develop.the sparkling reputations of

ft.

their more prestigious counterparts. In Atlanta, where vocational programs

are hrldly scattered and not concentrated in more prestigious institutions,

'suppo t\forvocatiolial4education is understandably unenibusiaatfc. "Voce-

-

tion trograps get a fair share of Atlanta's education budget, but they do

not g t full support in .terms of recopitiop and leadership, areaswhich are

crucial if vocational training is to be, seen by students and taxpayers as a'

*

complete, viable alternative tar apademics.
u20

,

I .
.

..

...Advanced skill training is seld,k provided in the majorUr of coMprehen

el.

sivehigh schools. Instead, general work-related skills are siressed:,and

st.

P

inclilacintroduction to the basic language, of specific vocational areas ands'

to the expectations of employers in various indusCrieS. This is supplemdhted

26
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by some project- oriented training, although much of this training is not

directly applicable for a student seeking immediate employment upon graduation.

Clerical and general business courses may be somewhat more thorough in

their introductory courses, perhaps because of reliance on more static tech-

nologies. At least they can provide graduates with typing and machine tran-

scription skills that might qualify them for certain kinds of employment.

"The wisest investmen we could make, if the money was available, would

to update all our typewriter labs so that they were entirely electric," an

administrator in Chicago explained.21 This might be followed by acquisition

1 .

of new equipment for accounting and data proCessing courses. More sophisticated

equipment and programs, by contrast, are reserved as the domain of-postsecondary

and specialized secondary institutions.

Vocational training in 'comprehensive high schools is handicapped by a

number of diverse factors. First, except is unusual circumstances the'ad-

ministrative leadership of the school is likely to be more concerned about

maintaining the quality of the academic programs; vocational education )

emerges as an afterthought by comparison. Secondly, equipment and supplies

for comprehensive 'schools .6 likely tc<) be distributed among all schools within

the'latge central city-according to a .-standard formula. Obtaining the, special

instructional and curricular resources necessary to mount exciting, innovative

programs runs contrary to central office policies -- and federal guidelines --

. -

which requite that neighborhood schools be treated equally. Thirdly, in some

4-

cities personnel recruitment comprehensive schools was highly centralized,

leaving school-level administrators without the flexibility that the more

'specialized schools enjoyed.- Fourth, relationships with the private sector

e

were harder to develop and,sustain. Fifth, many of the more studious and

serious =- minded students left the neighborhood school for a more specialized.
. ,

27
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institution, less dominated by neighborhood youth ,Curture.

The problems faced by the comprehensive high school were noticed with

such regularity in all four-cf.ties that one cannot begin but wonder whether

this institution has begun to outlive Its original purpose. Especially with

regard to vocational education, instruction must now be.so.specialized and

the necessary equipment must be so sophisticated that it is difficult to

create complete vocational programs in all of the high schools of a city.

Ah
At the same time the comprehensive high school, by attempting to respond to

all tastes, orientations, and abilities, has no focus-and purpose of its own.

Instead, the school acquires4ts meaning from the cul4ure of the neighborhood

in which it is embedded. -In many central city neighborhoods, teachers and

students alike are searching for alternatives.

Perhaps federal policy needs to further encourage the search for alter

nactves. Vocational dollars used to support rudimentary secondary compre

.

hensive school vocationalprograms may only sustain an institutional framework

7
10"

that is increasingly out of date, especially in contrast with other local

programs that boA more relevant curriculum and mire substantial contacts.

Federal dollars are scattered widely amongst the various institutions and do

little to reconcile existing service discrepancies; in fact, the good programs

only become better with' supplemental federal funds, able to make innovative

investments, while their less prominent counterparts merely try to maintain

present services. Ironically, some of the leading vocational institutions --

those that get ahead and stay there operate with legs than full enrollments.

Rochester's Edison and San Francisco's School of Business and Commerce and some

of its community college centers are reflective of "underenrolled" programs

which could assist more students without facility expansion.

Indeed, federal assistance to management of the trahsilpn from school to

28
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'work could, include placing more students in the best possible"programs avail-

able instead of merely-feavingthem in static vocational programs while un- -

rolling the CETA "safety net" below. Federal funds could b' directed toward

,' providing maximum educational opportunity at the best possible local insti-

tutigns,..-and provide a bridge for students into programs more likely to

manage effectively the transition from School to work. An example of the

aaap.

°potential bridging of the polar extremes of vocational progamsare provided

by 'the Chfcago'case study. The city's premier trade school. long known for-

its extraordinarily successful ability to provide its. students with excellent

4

contacts, hai-long been intransigent to federal participation of any kind in

its affairs.,
Federarinterferelices,were seen by school administrators as out-

weighing revenue benefits. However, many of the program's students are po- .

tentially eligible for support funding from CETA because of their socioeconpic

status. Combined with the'recent trauma of the Chicago school system, trade

school officials and CETA representatives are beginning.to seriously consider

working in tandem. Bridgers were also being constructed between introductory

skill programs and-the,trade center, and the latter may absorb entire prograMs.
,

Similarly, in San Francisco, community colleges have gradually assumed re-
..

sponsibility-Tor manyprograms that have become too expensive to be maintained

by secondarytchoOls. Secondary and community college vocational education

instruction are frequently offered in identical sites; program,cooreination

t is rare, as the static secondary instruction is'unable to tap the relatively

o

rich resources, of their neighboring community college. Federal policy_ could --

be designed to encourage such cooperkion and make the mist of existing local

reeovces,.instead ofperpetUating the clear lines of demarcation among .

existing programs and waiting for local crises to encourage cooperation.

particularlySuch a strategy would seem particularly promising given declining enrollments
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in each of the four cities studied, thereby emphasiiing the healthy coordi-

nation -- potentially consolidation -- of-programs in an effort .to make

maximum use of local-st4engths. Instead of proliferating dated programs

at the secondary level and a segregated CETA system at the bottom, limited

federal funds could underwrite placements of students in respected, proven

. institutions whose enrollments and services could be expanded.

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

The lack of coordination between the Vocational Education Act and CETA
. .

funds is illustrative of.the federal contribution to creation and perpetuation

of dfitinct levels of vocational education service delivery. Recent Amendments

to both pieces of legislation have demonstrated awareness ofthe need to coord-

inate the two. Nonetheless, when the programs are viewed at the local level,

such cooperation is largely-non-existent. VEA and CETA programs 'serve over-
,

lapping constituencies, bitt neither find much occasion to°collaborate or seek

ways in which mutualFsources might best be,focused to provide services.

Instead, they coexist autonomously, often entirely unaware of vocational

services offered by the other, even when located nearby abd offering programs

of conceivable benefit to one another. Although they seek sithilar ends --

managing the transition froMschool to work for their participants -- they pur-

sue this matter independently of each other.

In one of the city studies, for ecample, most lower-ranking vocational
'OP

schoolofficpls knew, little and'cared less about CETA programs. Many Contended

that the law does not allow them to inform any enrojled student about the

availability of the CETA training programs, regardless of potential applicability

of training. They generally complained about thec.Tality of any\CETA %orkers

assigned to work in the public-schools ---unless-the school administrator was

able to select one, of his or her own students for a CETA-paid position. They
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regarded CETA dollars as washed mdney, paying exorbitant funds for programs

that included stipends to trainees. We found no school-building level

administrators who showed any awareness of vocational prc,;rams being provided

by CETA outside the public schools. For the Brahmins in the school system,

CETA programs :Aped simply "untouchable.'b" Given these attitudes toward

CETA, it has been, difficult to translate formal cooperaticin into substantive

programs. School administrators, of course, are not the sole sources of in-
.

trans±gence. CETA administrators were equally uncharitable with fegard tothe

. public schools. They claimed that they were educating those that the school

.

had "failed." , e
Data from the NOK survey reinforce these impressions of the separation

of CETA and school - related programs. For one thing, self-reported participation

of high school students
\ CETA programs increased from only 6.5 in 1972 to

8.5'percent jn 1980. That the percentage involvement in CETA.programs should
o lY

Piave increased only slightly,-even though CETA expenditures increased three-
a

fold over the eight year period,22 indicates'the extent to which CETA programs

are aimed at those who have already left the public schools. CETA claims to

serve those the high schools have failed; quite clearly CETA and the vocational,
. .

copponents of the public schools together have failed to use their resources

jointly to proyide the best possible vocational experiences.

Comparisons between student participation in cooperative education and

*. .

in CETA further document' program separation. On the one hand, Vocational

education students were far more likely than'general education students to

participate-in cooperative education programs, which provide work opportunities
-

for students through the public schools. As can be-see in Table 4, 21.4 per-

cent of the "vocies",were working in the cooperative program, bust only 9.6

percent of the "general" studrnts were, a difference of 11.8 percent.
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Participation in CETA, on the other hand, was,only 1.8 percent greater among

1.1vocies" than,amorig the general education students. In other words, Whvie

the public schools were responsible ff administering a work project., such

work opportunities were clOsely coordin\ted with the' - vocational training

program in the high schools. Where wdt spinsored through the separately

managedCETAprograms, working relationships were no closer with vocational

edliCation than they were with the general education programs of the high school.'

In a quite geparat.tstudy which came to our attention only after 4re had

drafted this report of our on findings, Elmore reached such similar concln-

sips that they 'are worth quot=ing in some detail:

Federal incentives /for cooperation between CETA andpubl4

schools/ are work against a long tradition of competition and

animosity betweenNinpower service de\iverers and'school systems.

Manpower people see themselves as copihg with the school system's

failures:' dropodts, in-school youth whb, are ill-prepared to enter

the work force, and-disadvantaged youth ikho have had difficulty

getting access to vocational-education pr grams. School people, (-

on the other hand, criticize youth employm nt Trograms for their

narrow focus on job-entry at the expense o broader educatiOnal

objectives; for their willingness to reward outh who have failed

to meet therschool system's standards of per ormance; and for their'

focus on disadvantaged youth at the expense of the general youth

population. One sign of this distrust is duplicated programming.

CETA prime spOnsors often run basic skills and high school equiva-

lency programs on the that youth who have been pushed

out of school'cannot be e acted to go backr School systems run

career awareness and work experience programs on the assumption

that these programs work better when they are orchestrated with

academic work. Another sign of aistrust is pro forma coordination.

Each party agrees to, perfcirm, some specialized task in isolation

from the other. School personnel will offer a special high school

equivalency course off'campus. CETA program operators will agree

to accept a certain quota of in-school youth. The net effect of

coordination in the presence of distrust is a basically 1Tp

telligible, disjointed, and inaccessible delivery system.

CETA programs themselves vary considerably in quality, and there are,

no doubt, some programs in nearly every City that are of exceptional value.

Foremost among these exemplary programs is a tool and die, training program

. .

developed in-Rocheiter that is largely run by pfivate induitry and boasts an

.
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exceptional training an Placement record.
24

Such im pressive program per-
\

.

formance, however, remains unusual In the cities surveyed. The Rochester

1
.

report acknowledged, "Apert'from the tool and di.: program, the other Rochester

CETA programs appeared mul less selective and far ess likely lead to perma=

.
..

.
. ,.

nent unsubsidized employment.
,25

Vas was reflective of findings n the other

cities. CETA programs labor under an especially severe'constraint: they
%

are officially designated as a service delivery' system specifically reserved

for the low- income population.

The NORC survey data emphasize the extent.to which CET programs are in

. .
. ,

fact aimed at the low-income, minoty population. Employed black students.
-...

..r-,, .

4 were five times as likely as whites to have a CETA or other government spon-

- . '

.

sored lo: 22.7 percent of the black sophomoresand 27.g percent of the
f,

senior ported their job in these terms, while only f
1 of the white

sophomor s and .3 percent of the white seniors so described their position.

Hiepanic studen s fall roughly inbetween blacks and white's. Moreover, a

much larger, proportion ofistudents from low-income families haveUjobs span-

sored by the government than do higher income students. .The extent to'which

CETA serves a distinctive social clientele is also evident when one compares

student, participation the' cooperative education programs operated through

the-Public schools with partitipa%ion in CETA programs. While the cooperative

'edudatiOn_programs Ilave similar percentages of all racial groups participating

within them (13'pevent of black seniors, 11 percent of Hispanics, and 10 per-

o ,

4 .-
cent 'of whtes), CETA programs are marked by strong minority predominance

(26 percent, of black seniors, 15 percent of.Hispanrcs, but only 5 percent of

.

whites). Similarly,'income differentials discriminafed but little among par'-:

Rr

tidipants in.the cooperative education program, while CETA programs were aimed

largely at low income groups. Viewed mitivaly, theSe data indicate the

! °

33
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critical role that the government has played in recent years in prSviding

employment opportunities for minority youth. WiEhoui the strong federal

presence in youth employment, it is'likely that the race and income differen-

tials in youth employment woule be much greater, than they presently are.

.40
Viewed negatively, these data also suggest the extent to which CETA programs

are serving a racially and class segregated clientele,leadillg to stereotyped-
. se

assessments of the quality of their programs and the marketability of their

a

graduates.

CET commitment to serve those that other programs have "failed" is

4
a

certainly laudable. Nonetheless, CETA programs illustrate 'the kind of train-

--;s

ing that emerges when services are concentrated on that segment of the popula-

°

tion where unemployment is the_greatest. They have difficulty in establishing

working relationshipswieh other, more solidly-established government agencies.

The number of student contact hours for teachers is high, teacher salaries

11%a

are relatively low, relatio hips with industry are difficult to sustain,

and successful placement-of i.duates in stable positions of employment is

difficult. Students a;:aTei-----------4-.y,.1431ac with more prominent institutions that

might better bridge the gap leading t4 employment, although CETA stipends

could prove an attractive enticement to top flight public school vocational

programs.

CETA programs have had as muc -- and possibly mire.-- difficulty in

establishing sound relationships with private business firms as have the'less

prestigious vocational programs Ja_ti, public schools.° Many firms seem to

doubt that CETA trainees have learned the requisite work skills, anti, as a

result.:moSt CETA on-the-job training placements have been within the puhkic

sector. Congress recently has tried to rectify this arrangement by cleating

private industrial councils to advise loCil programs and by giving tax

34
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,

credits to firms who hire individuals enro/led-lh CETA or comparable training

programs. Several CETA administrators were encouraged by this development:

"Private institutions," one said, "simp]y -don't want to mess with the govern-
.

' ment; they say that once yoy let them in you never get thpm out, and
4S,

.

right. They don't want paper work, and they don't want government inspectors
. -

**
snooping around their shop floor. But they will-respond when an inceptive is

y' re

\ offered, ana I think this might-work-very effectively. It means that- business - `,

es Can save soM>tUcis and our people can do mdrethau move leaved around lor

41%

a few ponths."
26 Although the observation was expressed in optimiitid terms,

-

it pointed to difficulties with CETA programs t present. Businesses

and industries demOnstrated repeated willingness to embrace prestigious va-

ational educationprograms, but tend to shun ess-established programs

/ serving a low-income clientele, such as those of many comprehensive high

,schools and many CETA-programs. This is evidenced by the fact that many CETA

placements are in low-level positions of transitory help to public service

agencies, which offer little "training" other than to encourage regular atten-.

-

dance: Tax incentives may change the pattern, but this still remains in the

hopeful stage.

At the risk of being repetitious we quote at, length once again from

Elmore's study of CETA programs:

The weakest linktin the CETA system as a whole, and in the

youth employment delivery 'system especially, is the connectlCh

betweetlyouth employment services and piivate, sector emplelyment.

Private employers seem gegerally to have adopted an arms =length

posture *toward youth employment programs--occasional token in-

volvemerit in advisory groups, modest cooperation in 'work ex-

perience programs, add alkenerally critic#1 view of the ability

Of 'schools to prepare young people with the skills needed for

entry -level employment. The feat outstanaing cases of private ''

'sector linkages seem to have tome about 'as a result of school

system actions rather than CETA-initiated activities. . . .

/emphasis is ours/

t
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Employers seem generally to regard young people as ill-prepared
'efor labor forcetentry, both because they lank the basic skills
necessary for job performance and because their-attitudes and

values Make their assimilation into the work force more difficult.

Some of this perception is based'on fact, some on stereotyping.

. . .
Whatever the explanation, .some part of the ptoblem of

private sector linkages,lies'with the marketability of young

people. It seems unlikely tkat this situation will change Un-

less someway can be found for private.sector employers to.ciaim

,ownership of and idedtify with the prodlictstof the education and

employment training system. . .

t

It remains to b seen whether the new private Industry Coun-

cils . , . will pur a new role for employers in youth programs.
, -

Fiscal Impact

7*.

Ii pact of. Vocational Education Amendments

l

erg

The impact of VEA funds on urban education is both fiscal and regulative.

Fiscal impacts, though probably significant, are difficult to discern accurate7 4....

ly. VEA funds pay for less than 10 percent of all vocational educatioli. 'Thesen
. -

funds are commingled with state and local vocational dollare, and it becomes

difficult to specify what exactly federal monies are used for. In many places
.

equipment, mrials, and supplies,are paid for out of feBetarfunds, pre-
,-.

sumably because local authorities can easily account for,suChexpendifures-and

because such purchases can be varied as the flow df federal dollars goes up

or down. But many of these purchases would have to be made from state and local

resources if fedefal dollars were not forthcoming, w ich would constrict other

aspects of, the vocational program.

It can be said that in many parts of the country urban school systems

4400w,
'have serious financial ;weds, and federal dollars all ate the fiscal strain

somewhat. Yederal financial support is urgently needed by

school systems in large cities suffering decreasing local tax resources and

declining state aid. In all four cities investigated, the federtl vocational

.

V.
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dollar was used by secondary schools'largely to maintain existing programs

. .

and equipment. Only in the case of the San Francisco coMmunity.colleges were
t

federal resources perceived to ra an "extra" ghat supplied lessthan critically

needed resources. In that single case, ap administratbr.observed that "most

of the aid goes into non-essentials, things we would like to have but could

conceivably do without. . . . If federal funds were suddenly withdrdwm, there

would probably be no need.for us to remove or severely 'Ater any present pro-

grams we consider really important. "28 By contrast, at the secondary level
A

fedgral vocational dollars were distributed broadly t programs throughout

the city and chanVled generally toward basic system maintenance. Of course,

-this does not allow for many flashy programs that readily Impress outside

observers. Yet, the impaC't of a cut in federal funding at a time when urban

areas are increasingly pressed for funds from-state anSI local sources could

be severe.

Urban districts are aldaffected by the wide discretion VEA gives to

state fiscal policy makers. lInstead of allocating federal funds to specific

school districts, as is the practice
$111r

withITitle I and Impact Aid policies,

VEA gives within state distributional responsibilities to the State Alepartment

of Education. Because another study funded by the National Institute of

j Education is examining this qtestion in detai1,29 the case studies did no

cover this topic systematiciIly. But even paSsing attentionto the problem

indicated that urban areas tend to be less we funded than are other parts

of the state. .Chicago, for example, has approximately 21 percent of the State

of Illinois' public secondary school population,, but it received only 14:per-
,

4cent. Ofthe federal'vocatidnal dollars in 1979.
30

By allowing states'to have

considerable discretion in the allocation of vocational funds, Congress is

indirectly limitifig'resources available to urban schools.

**._
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In sum; the fistal impact of federal-policy on urban areas could very

well be substantial. The amopnt of money allocated for vocational education,

and its distribution among school districts, provides urban school systems
4\

with valuable resources that_seem to be essential for maintaining bLic servi-

ces but which are, nonetheless, insufficient for mounting innovative, exciting

training'-programs. The precise effects of parginal changes'-- upward or down-
.

ward in the size-of the vocational dollar are difficult to specify, yet it 13

would be idle to suggest that such changes would not be noticed by hard - pissed

urban school systems.

Regulative Impact

While the exact fiscal effects of federal policy are hard to specify,

the impact of federal regulations which arq coupled with the grants-in-aid

can be assessed more directly. In this case one can examine Congressional'

legislation and feral regulation's, then compare these requirements to

local practice. Lf practice.seems highly responsive to federal rules, then

1'

the regulative impact can be regarded as substantial. Unfortunately, the

case Studies fotmd little evidence that lOca1 practice was' significantly

influenced by federal policy. Congress' increased effort to 'direct vocational

education programming is perhaps best illustrated by tfis dramatic increase

- in the actual,length of the legislation authorizing the program. In 1963 the

*Vocational Education Act was but L irteen pages in length, but in 194 it ex-
-

panded to thirty- three,pages1 and by 1976 was forty-seven pages long. While'

it was impossible to'exami e in these studies the way in which all features

of this complex piece or legislation were being implemented, the case studies'

did examine four areas that Congress in 1976 deemed particularly important.

These parts of the legislation required that states and localities 1) develop

38
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a planning capa that would allow for adaptation of vocational programs

to changing market,needs, 2) evaluate programs to establish their effective-

4
ness in training .Tdents for employment, 3) reduce sex bias and sex stereo-

typing, and 4) increase private sector involvement through the creation of.

a va1iety of advisory.cobmittees at state and local

Ih general; the case studies found that Congressional 'efforts to regulate

program'direction in each of the four areas had but little effect. tven where
4

,Congressional mandates were state-CI-clearly and sharply,'itiias difficult to

ascertain significantly altered behavior at the school buiiiling level. The

federal effort, of course; is conducted through each state; nonetheless, local

administrators, the ind 1
duals who presumably will determine the implementation

4010

of 'federal regulatAins, Were largely uninformed about.the VOcational Educatidi.

Amendments -, suggesting that the business of vocational education was continuing

largely unaltered. %To be .:re, this judgment may be premature. The full effect's

of Congressional.legislation cannot be expected to be fully apparent four short

years after the legislation was passed. As one administrator in Atlanta

observed, "The laws were passed in '76; it took most of '77 to reach our level;

'78 was spent figuring out what to do; and only in '79 and '80 has anything

been done. "31 In Chicago, too, it was noticed that minimum compliance with

even state information requirements did not, occur until 1979% In all prob-

ability the legislation, ifeft unchanged in the next reauthorization, will

have a more substantial effect on local practice in the second five years of

its existence thanin its first. Concluding that legislation has no immediate

effects does not necessarily mean that it-will not shape local Ainking and

practice in the longer run. About that our case, studies can only be agnostic.

The findings that foflow must therefore be understood as only priwiding in-

formation about the short-term consequencps of Congressional policy.

9 9
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Any state that receives federal vocational education funding is revired

to produce a five7year plan that, among other things, must "set out explicitly

. .

the planned uses of Federal, State, and local vocational.education;unds for

eac fiscal year of the State plan and show how these uses will enable the

-1

' State to chieve these go- s. "32 States are also required to submit'an annual

program plan accountability report for each ofthe fiscal years included

in the five-year plan. They rely on local educational ageficies for provision

of information necessary for completion of the report.
&

The state plans are often lengthY'bgoklets, adorned with numerous tables

and-charts, many of which proclaim vigorous vocational education -attivity that

successfully prepares_students fpr entry, into the ,labor market. Their utility

in shaping policy, however,. is highly suspect. Many local edministraiois

conceded that they are little'more than documents that formally comply with 0 e

the planning requirements and that they do little to shape actual policiz

choice. One administratoy acknowledged thatiitistics are "massaged" to

assure federal examiners that progress is being achieved, while making the; _

process of data accumulation and translation into planning documents as pain-

less as possible for statesand locqlities.

States do not-appear,overly aggressive in securing local comp nce

with federal objeet'iNies. In Chicago, for example,. the state interprets

federal guidelines in ways that are as lenient for local administrators as

0

.

possible; when it prepared its own accountability- report for 1978 to the

federdl government, it made no mention o/ specific instances of local mal-

'feadance or non-compliance but instead justif4 any and all programs through-'

s-out the state as operating within federal expectatipn.
33

In San Francisco,'

the planning process is also concerned mainly with securing a smooth flow of

40
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funds to localities with a minimum of fedbral scrutiny. As a 1977 analysis'

of state vocational education planning described it, require8 plans "have been

largely oriente toward compliapce with federal regulations rather than toward

comprehepsiye plannipg.
34 In Atlanta, relations between state and local

pfficials,ave less collaborative; but the difficulties seem to have little to

-do with local non - compliance with federal guidelines.
35

Overall, procedural

compliance with federal planning provisions dogs take place in the cities

..4'
studied, but it seems more geared toward satisfying federal guidelines than

providing an opportunity for.introducing purposive changes in local service ,r

144delivery.`'
0

Evaluation

o Federal legislation required that

. . . . each state shall evaluate, by using data collected. wherever.

° by,statisticaLly valid sampling techniqbes each such

program withtn the state which purports to impart entry level job

skills according to -the extent to which pr4ralircompleters and
leavers: 1) find employment in'occupations related to their training,

and 2),are consideied by3gheir employers` io'be well-trained and

prepared for employment.

As isthe case with the planning'requirementb, the evaluation activities are

hardly in accord with the spiriCof ,the law.

The demands spphisticatiOn of"the legal requirements notwithstanding,

3
. .

evaluation of vocational.educatfbn pr9grams it urban areas rely'on traditional

,

approaches'andtechniquessthai in'the end- leave' school officials largely in
.1.-

,`'; .control o'f,the process and 'product of-their own evaluation. It is true that

local' schools ianerally file an accountability report 14411 records for each

;

* program. the number- ,.of students by race, 'sex, handicap, and whether or not

.they are distidvantaged. Egte nal monitoring of, local programs'is also con-
,

.
.

.

. .

,
ducted.'' In Chicago, for,-,,-!egamplg, a stape-sponsoied evaluation team visits

.
. .. .

each school once-every five years to assess the strengths and weaknesses of
.

-
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the school's vocational offerings.

If the evaluation team finds that a particular course or prograntia

deficient, they may suggest changes or even recommend that

denied federal funding. If changes are recommended, local

respond to these suggestions in their nextfive year plan.

1

these arrangements iipply a good deal of central direction,

the prove!: be

officials must

While in theory

in practice local

administrators felt that. it, was up to them to determine whether or, not they

wished to modify practices in light of their evaluations.
7

Local administrators are not only unlikely to dramatically alter programs

based on external evaluations, but they also frequently scoff at the data in-

a

cluded in many evaluation projects. Ndinerous building admini4trators noted

that one of the major information-gathering methods is the-post-graduation

interview, in part to determine the effectiveness of vocational curriculum in.
preparing students for,direct entry into the work force. They consistently

4
contend that this method is highly unreliable because'of the extreme diffi-

culty in locating and obtaining the cooperatibn of fkmgr students. Te

.. .,
4.

,

problem is particularly pronounced in urbenareas her many students leave

their home areas upon completion of their secondary studies. Reliable data

is reported fo be most difficulitoobtain from student constituencies in

- .

the least prestigious vocational schools. In Chicago, for example, the

school which
pionedred.post-gradiation evaluation ranks among 'the outstand-

ing secondary,-institutions in the city; by contrast, schools, of lesser

jiality havefar less experience'with evaluation, and understandably /Less

motivation to produce detailed reports.
38 la Atlanta study revealed siMi-

lar difficulty in,the accumulation of reliable data. In fact, the state 141
4

9 t

1980 could not supply basic statistics for the 1978-79 school year.
3 While

, 'states such as California and Illinois\proved more eproit at' compiling.

s
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evaluation data-, the utilization of this material for programmatic putposes.

was virtually non-existent.

Sex Stereotyping

The 1976 Amendments expect local institutions "to'develop and carry out

such programs of vocational education within each state so as to overcome

sex discrimination and sex stereotyping" and they contain a numbe;of specific

provisions designed to achieve this objective.
40

Local response to these

provisions was also,quite limited. While locai4vocational administrators
0

were'not opposed to altering the sex composition of their programs, there

was little evidence that they were doing much to facilitate the change.

The most common local response to the requireMents'appearsto have been

the creation of open enrollment for virtually all vocational programs to

members of both sexes. It proved impossible to determine whethere these new

044.
aevelopments were a direct consequence of federal guidelines or whether they

represented more general societal changes. It was also difficult to find

much evidence that opening course akcess significantly altered the sex com-
,

position oLvocational programs historically _skewed on the basis of sex,
4

although each of the cities could demonstrate certain examples of breakthroughs.

Administrators conqistently emphasized their support for addressing sex

imbalAces, and many were able to cite some enrollment changes in recent years.

.
Some principals have attempted to recruit outside speakers andzdesign programs.

to heighten awareness of curricular and vocational alternatives. In San Fran-
.

cisco, federal funds have been channelled toward specific projects designed

to introduce women into vocational areas traditionally dominated by men;

these experiments have occurred in the Community College District, which enjoy 1p

greater. latitude in program experimentation.1 Nonetheless, local officials

repott little, progress and. contend. that change takes place, very gradually.
. .

+4.
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Inteyie4ers heard comments such as the following in explanation of the slow

pace of change: "gii-ls dislike 1O-ud, dirty,work;'' "boys realize that the

income is traditional female occupations is relatively poor:" "boys do not

hanthe."-fine motor skills that girls. do;" schools "cannot counteract the

influence orthe home." °Given theee perceptions, many program directors and

principLs.foresee.little likelihOod of dramatic breakthroughs in ***sex stereo-

' 1 A

typing.

Private Sector Involvement

Somewhat more-tangible resu lts of the Amendments can be discerned in the

area of private sector involvement in local vocational education service

delivery, .The most recent federal vocational educatiOn legislation required

that each funding recipient "establish a Local advisOry council to provide

. . . advice op current job needs and on the relevancy of courses being

.7. 6

offered."
42

, The,Amendments called for broad pAticiOa otion n these Councils,

including members of the general public and experts in specificvocational

areas germane to local programs. Such councils have to a,large extent, been

created, but their mere existence does not insure valuable contacts between

training programs and the private sector.

The most prestigious vocational institutions hayelong relied upon

advisorycduncils and enjoy extensive private sector suppo4. This supportive

' base providts curricular advidemAt
It'

and.equipment donations to schools, as

well as internships and job placeMents for students. But such councils are

- less active in less prestigious institutions that are not so well-endowed.
ky

Predictably, advisory councils at the least able and. equipped schools are

largely perfunctory. Parentsare sometimes amassed to lobby the school board

and the central'' office,, but meager substantive returns are gained from these

efforts. Federal' requirements may provide a generaLframework-for, such'

r.

,
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participation, but their effect depends greatly upon local school condition ,

and thus far has'shown few signs of bolstering institutions who most readily'

t

lc need private sector`` support.

In Rochester, private sector support is largely ofiented toward the new

Edison Technical High School in Rochester. Other schools in the city offer

.

vocational instruction, but Edison has emerged as the leading recipient of-

private sector attention and support. A local industrial menagement.organiza- .

.
tion "has been a staunch supporter of the movement .to create a new, more up-

to-date and sophisticated" school and it has concentrated its energies on

Edison.
43 In Chidago and San Fra9cisco, the most prestigious vocational insti-

tutions had close ties to the private sector , but had cultivated these re-
I

lations well in advance of federal council requirements.

Limited Impactof Federal Regulations: Some Explanations

The reasons for the limited impact of ederal directives on local voca-

tional education policy are multiple.- In-the first place, federal allocations

for vocational education iurban areas are only a small petcentageof total

state and local expenditures. If federal vocational education policy were

significantly affecting focal practice, it would ha to be the proverbial

tail wagging the dog..

The way in which vocational education funds are distributed make such
. -

wagging highly. unlikely. Under the 1976 Amendments, Most funds are distributed

_

among-the states according to.a pre-established formula that is based largely

on the population size of each state in certain age categories. The states,'

are responsible ;for allocating the funds among,school districts, community
4,

.
. t

colleges, and other vocationalinstitutions. State guidelines are interpre-

tations of federal regulations, anti state gnforcement depends on the eagerness

of state officials' to, pursue national policy Objectives. In practice, state' .



officials seem to identify more with the interests and concerns of local school

officials than with national policy objectives. These practices maximize the

autonomy of local administrators. At both state and federal levels, resource

allocation does not vary according to he extent to which local officials are

vigor ly pursuing national objectives. As a result, vigorous enforcement

of n tiona olicy objectives becomes more difficult.

1

Furthermo e, vocational education funds are allocated among the states on

a matching basis. For every federal doll'ar spent under the basic grants pro-
.

gram, states and localities must allocate a similar,amount. While this is
.

designed to insure that local governments are genuinely committed to a

federally funded program.and reduce the.fiscal burdens of the federal govern-

ment, it also means that federal objectives must roughly coincide with state

and local objectives. Where the two conflidt, federal-.objectives cannot be

pur.sued too assiduously without
jeopardizing state and local willingness to

participate. If policies with respect to evaluation and sex st-treotyping in

vocational education were too stringent, many localities might prefer to forego

federal funds under the Act rather than alldtate matching.local resources for'

I

programs found distasteful. -
.

Slippage in national policy,objectives occurs not only as the staterefor-

1 - .

mulafs national concerns, but at various local steps as well. By focusing

much of the research attention on vocational education at the school-building

level; the case studies Were able to identify perceptions and'activities at

the very level where.services were being delivered: For federal policy to

affect activities at this level, they,have to be transmitted from Washington

to the state capitol, from there to-the scho4 system's department of vocational

education, from the vocational assistant ouperintendent.to many other admini-
,

stratOrs, and, finally, to principals and- teachers in individual schools.

-
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The slippage in this process was substantial. Shared per

ere among various levels of the*-called chain of command. A

there was scarcely any awareness of a Vocational Education

eptions were rare

t the school level

Act at all. Many

school-building personnel were simply unaware of the federal

vocational education. The impact of federal directives on loc

presence in

al vocational

programs; in turn, remains largely insubstantial', once filtered

numerous levels.

Conclus ns and Policy Recbmmendations

The research reported here is limited by the extremely limite

available to each investigator,, and the small number of cities that

through these

if

resources

were

studied. -As compared with the other projects funded by the Vocationa

TeaM within the National Institute of Education, this research underta

1 Studies

king

was extremely modest in*scope. Therefore, any findings that we report

:recommendations that are made need to be given particularly close scruti

and checked a st other sources of available information. Because of t

limitations,' all make more general recommendations rather than any se

and

y

detailed legislative proposals.

Contacts with the Marketplace

While Congressional capacity to direct vocational training is limited
.,

t of

to the egtepi to which it-does direct-local resource allocation, it should

1
encourage'further emphasis on building' relations between vocational programs

and the prdvate sector. If vocational educatiori is to,continue to have an

important role in a,Oociety where basic skills that can be applied to a wide

variety of circumstances have came to be the most valuable, it, needs tt see

its major role as Assisting students in'managing the transition from school

to work. Because youp, as a group, seem to be facing signifiCatit problems.

of discrimination 'and negative stereotyping, it is all the more important for
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young people, as individual , to have their own specific market contacts.

Training prOgrams that pla e students directly in touch with employers,

giving them an opportunity both to explore alternative work situations and

to demonstrate their seriousneas'and competence, are likely to yield the

;-

greatest individual and societal benefits. Numerous creative initiatives

have already been made in this area; federal efforts should take note of these

and build upon them.

Eliminate Systems of Institutional4Stratification

In a society and economy as open and changing as that of the United

States, clearly definable levels of vocational education services are counter-
11R'

productive both for the individuals participating'within them and for the

country as a whole. American schools have long been known for their compre-
).

shensive, integrative quality. Because they serve all the children in the

Community, they have traditionally represented American ideals of liberty and

equality. Current efforts to desegregate the-nation's schools are merely the

latest chapfer in a long history of attempts to bring educational practice in-

to-harmony with the country's finest ideals.

It is therefore unfortunate that Congxess, as a matter of national policy:,

has in the area of vocational education encouraged the development and exten-

sion of a set of service delivery systems that institutionalize race and

class differences. The distinctions between junior colleges, secondary schools,

and CETA training programs have avelOped.without conscious planning on,the

part of federal or local officials, but.nonetheless they.proyide distinct

populations with varying quality services. The Most elaborate, well-supported,

t

and Occupationally useful programs seem to be increasInglyconcentrated within

the junior and community colleges. The secondary institutionssrovide some

.1114h-quality programs through a limited number of specialized schools, but,
---.......,

,
. . .

,

, . -



for the most part, their offerinisare much more poorly staffed and equipped

and much less well connected with the private sector. Finally, most, of the

manpower -traiging programs funded under CETA have the fewest rat° ces and

the leaqt prestige. Not surprisingly, it is the CETA programs which serve

disproportionately,high numbers of lOW-IncoMe minorities.

The problems produ ed the co-existence of these three types of vo-

cational offerings are exaggerated by the particular problems of youth in the-.

(

labor market., Since youth generally haveNjcittle proven job. experience, the
.

articular place that they received their trairtirrg is especially, significant- ,

. ,

for the kind of job they obtain and even whether they are offered any position

',at all. The best credential a new employee can have is the backing of a

prestigious vocational training program. The weakest credential perhaps a

credential of'only negative market value -- is,tohave a diploma from a train-

ing program of little or no repute. It is questionable whether federal.polici s

that maintain institutions,ofdifferent stat,s and rank can reduce the.em-

,.ployment problems of loW-income minority youth or increase the over'All pro-

ductivity'of the Aberican economy.
A

Bridging_ the Existing Gaps
t.

Attempts,by Congress to redirect local vocational education programs

through its 1976 amendments generally have had little effect -- at least in

,
,

the'firsr years of the program. The processes of policy ,implementation are so
. __ ..,

. ,
.

,

.

complex that in the short run it is very difficult for Congress to achieve

.spetific, detailed ofijectivei Instead of attempting to apply identical and

complicated policies in each local program, Congress phould confine itself:to

_
stating realizable objectives and arranging an institutional framework for

A
k

'achieving' them: CongreSs cannot escape its.obligatione to uphold and enforce

fuftdamental Constitutional. requirements, but the present set of regulations'

c
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seem unlikery to achiele the desired objectives, particularly given'the wide

variance of local districts to respond to such provisions. The present types

of regulations are likelyto generat2 high adMinistrative cost* and cause

local officials to substitute procedUral compliance. for dommitment to policy-.

$
goals. The case study findings 'suggest that this is occurring at preFent. .

Alternative federal efforts mightseek'tp bridge gaps between the

various kinds of vocational prOgrams. There are institutions that succedb-

,

..........s.

. %.. , .

fully manage the transition from school to work, even in urban.areas fraught

th of high unemployment Ironically, not all of these, programs

presently function with capacity enrollments, and all,could conceivably be

expanded to absorb more students and progfhms beneath their sound institutional

t
0 w

umbrella3,-Federal dolltari could beodirected,towara e*panding ehe access of

low-income and minority stUdcntskto -these irams,,cbuilding bridges between
.. ,

4,- .,0
rthe prestigious and ipts wei1-endowedprogams and institutions inste- ad of

4.,

continuing to drive wedges between them-. r 6& 3 l,
0 ..

4.11 ° ) vV fit

'Increasing Variety ,, -,

,
? ,

. , -0 ,

-- 4 the same time, we dO not advocate a full uniformlty to 'all vocational

education programs in the United States. On the contrary;

lems with many secondary schools today is their attempt to
.6

one ,the

e

provide theekThole

range of educational services to all students living within the community.
.

,

The greatest acivance in secondary education in urban areas might,i:kell -come

from introducing greater curricular variety and specialiiation among schools.

!

. .4; 4

If schools are defined by the particular approaches and programs they offer,

.

.

. ,

.

4 6.
not 'by the neighborhood in which they are located,' the identity, and Mission'

of the'sch 1 is determined by its curriculum rather than by its particular.

youth culture. Moreover, students can be given a sense of autonomy and free-

that goes with 4the capacit o choose among a variety of sigh school

-AS
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alternatives. Iftheimnior andtcommunity,college systems can be taken as

a model for what is possible at the secondary level, perhaps some of the

uncertainty andimalaise that pervades the comprehensive high school can be

reduced, if not eliminatl altogether.

If vocational education'is understood to be managing the transition

from school to work, it becomes relevant for all studenti and it can ply

a key role in giving distinctive identities to the variety of schools located

within a central city. Vocational education then need not be the inferior

component of a comprehensive higth school, but a key element in a curriculum

which emphasizes both the need for developing,basic, transferable skills
Ps

and the desirability of obta * meaningful contact with the marketplace.
mg

.

These suggestions are more than can be accomplished by any minor modi-

fication of federal-vocational education policy. They can onlybe achieved

through prolonged disslcussiona of the changingprole of seconda ;y education in

the United States. Yet, the difficulties faced by American youth, by second-

ary schools, and by government-sponsored work pr6grams are too great to re-
"

quire anything less..
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